We describe here new lower bounds for the trace of the commutator of a discrete two-generator group of Mobius transformations. These results lead to sharp estimates for the distance between the axes of elliptics in a discrete group and hence to new bounds for the volume of hyperbolic manifolds and orbifolds that will be discussed elsewhere.
Thus there is no analog of expression 2.1 for hyperbolic or loxodromic elements.
The main results of this paper are based on the fact that there exists an analog of expression 2.1 for elliptics of order n 2 3. In particular, if we let the parameters of the two-generator subgroup (f, g) and write par((f, g)) = (y(f, g), f3(f), /3(g)).
[ Given fin M with two fixed points we let axis(f) denote the hyperbolic line in the upper half space H3 which has its end points in fix(f). Next given two such f and g in M we let b5(f, g) = p(axis(f), axis(g)), [3.1] where p denotes the hyperbolic distance in H3 with curvature -1. Then
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